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Under the constant shock of the global financial crisis, each country from 
worldwide has started to search for new economic growth point to realize its 
economic recovery. The Internet has undoubtedly become their first choice in the 
situation that it is regarded as a vital production factor in the information economy era. 
However, in China, besides maintaining sustained and high-speed economic growth, 
the Internet will also be of necessity to eliminate the gap between rich and poor in the 
informatization process, to balance urban and rural development, to safeguard the 
social harmony and stability and to fulfill the leaping-forward towards developed 
countries with high information technologies. In this case, it is acknowledged that 
universal service is a suitable solution to promote the effective allocation of 
information resources, and thus has become a policy content of the Internet service. 
Universal service is considered beneficial to the rapid expansion of the Internet which 
in turn helps exert its network externality, boost economic growth, narrow the wealth 
gap and realize social equity. Some scholars whereas hold their opinions that it is 
unnecessary to include the Internet into universal service as normal market 
mechanism will ensure the sound development of the Internet. They also think 
economic development level always brings about the Internet’s highly-development, 
while the converse is not true. Moreover, the scholars argue that the welfare 
reallocation effect usually does not go as policymaker plans which will consequently 
distort market competition mechanism. As to discussed above, it is essential to 
analyze the reasons for including the Internet into universal service and its benefits 
and efficiency. 
This paper mainly concentrates on verifying the rationality of the implement of 
the Internet universal service policies and eliminating the argument on whether to 
exert the Internet into universal service policies or not. First of all, this paper analyzes 
















service to seek for possible debate focuses and results in proposing corresponding 
hypothesis to be tested. On the second place, this paper demonstrates and examines 
the possible debate focuses separately through constructing a mathematical model to 
prove that the necessity of universal service when network externality has been 
exposed. To measure the economic and social benefits, here applies panel data to 
complete the empirical test. Last but not the least, this article has put forward several 
policy suggestions to improve the Internet. 
This paper is arranges mainly in six parts. The first chapter introduces the 
research background and purpose, basic concept, research approach and methods, 
main content and major contributions. The second chapter analyzes the reasons to 
exert the Internet into universal service which include reasons from both economic 
and society and searches for possible debate focuses to bing up hypothetical 
propositions. The third chapter demonstrates the necessity to absorb the Internet in 
universal service in micro and macro level simultaneously based on network 
externality. The forth and fifth chapter separately test the economic and social benefits 
of the Internet universal service. The last chapter shows the conclusions of this paper 
and relevant policy suggestions as well. 
The main conclusions of this paper are stated as below: 
(1) In micro level, there is no way to prove universal service policies are 
necessary for the development of the Internet. In macro level, universal service is 
beneficial to transmitting network externality which balances regional economy 
improvement. 
    (2) On the long run, the positive effect of Internet popularization does exist for 
economic output includes both gross output and output per capita. However, 
adjustment in a relatively short time is not able to produce expected clear affects due 
to other factors. The economic growth effect of the Internet universal service policies 
should be considered obvious. 
(3) In the short term, Internet popularization will broaden urban-rural income gap 
















social fairness of the Internet universal service policies seems reasonable. 
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速宽带作为发展目标：美国计划要在 2020 年前向 1 亿户美国家庭提供速度为
                                                     
①
























100M 的网络，向学校和政府部门等机构提供 1Gbit/S 的高速网络；欧盟到 2020
年所有互联网接口速度要达到 30Mbit/S，其中 50%家庭用户的网络要在
100Mbit/S 以上，其中芬兰更是要让至少 100Mbit/S 的宽带接入成为芬兰人的法
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带价格(0.37 美元)的 18 倍、日本(0.13 美元)的 51.5 倍；2010 年，我国互联网网速平均速率仅 1.774M，排
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